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Node-labelled graphs, called observation structures, are introduced as a basic model of concurrent 
distributed systems and as a framework for dealing with observational equivalences over them. In 
the special case of observation trees, the nodes represent the computations of a system and are 
labelled by what is observed out of them. The labelling function parametrically maps into different 
observation domains, e.g., sequences of actions, partial ordering, mixed ordering, _. A language for 
denoting observation trees is proposed and congruences over its terms are defined as strong, rooted 
branching and rooted weak bisimulations. Also a new bisimulation, called jumping bisimulation, is 
defined which naturally arises in the framework of state-labelled structures. Sound and complete 
axiomatizations, which are independent of the chosen observations, are exhibited for all bisimula- 
tions. It is claimed that most of the bisimulation-based congruences known in the literature, for 
a given process description language, can be recast in terms of congruences on observation 
structures, by carefully choosing both the bisimulation and the observation domain. Thus, the 
process of defining the extensional semantics of a process description language can be factorized into 
a few stages, for each of which several alternatives with clean rationales are available. 
1. Introduction 
A great deal of progress has been made in the last decade towards the development 
of a theoretical framework appropriate for describing distributed concurrent systems. 
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These systems can be seen as a collection of sequential nondeterministic processes 
which interact with each other and with the external environment. Sequential pro- 
cesses may possibly be located in different places, where each of them performs 
a specific subtask, either independently or by synchronizing with other processes. 
Two main streamlines have been followed in this research area, often referred to as 
the interleaoing [3, 28, 30, 341 and the truly concurrent approach [S, 9, 14, 15, 37, 39, 
431. The first approach takes as a basic assumption the fact that concurrency can be 
reduced to interleaving plus nondeterminism, while the second one aims at distin- 
guishing between these two notions by explicitly expressing the causal relations 
among the system components. Clearly, also variants of these two main lines have 
been considered; here we just mention the multiset semantics of SCCS [33] and Meije 
[a], and the step semantics of Petri nets [41]. 
In either of the above streamlines, a successful approach for describing distributed 
concurrent systems consists in defining a transition system, the transitions of which 
represent system activities, following the paradigm known as Structural Operational 
Semantics [3X]. A major drawback of operational semantics is that it often records 
unnecessary details. Thus, equivalence relations are introduced to identify those 
systems which exhibit the same behaviour according to given observers, devised for 
representing the environment where systems are going to operate. Not surprisingly, 
many different equivalences have been proposed. Most of them mimic Milner’s 
observational equivalence [34], and are based on Park’s notion of bisimulation [36]. 
The latter is used to define transition-closed relations, i.e., relations consisting of pairs 
of systems which can perform only the same observable transitions and always evolve 
to equivalent pairs. 
The realm of approaches to operational descriptions and equivalences for concur- 
rent systems introduced in the literature calls for unification. Actually, the essential 
differences among the various approaches can be understood in terms of assumptions 
made on the observability of systems. At an appropriate level of abstraction, many of 
the semantics proposed so far can be recast within a common framework based on the 
following four-step procedure: 
(1) Define, e.g., in a syntax driven way, elementary transitions which describe the 
immediate evolutions of the system from each state. 
(2) Obtain descriptions of system evolutions from a given initial state, by defining 
system computations as paths in the transition system and given them a tree structure. 
(3) Introduce observations over system computations to abstract from unwanted 
details and decorate the tree above with observations to obtain what we call an 
otmwation tree. 
(4) Compare labelled trees (e.g., via bisimulations) to determine which terms have 
an equivalent behaviour according to the introduced observations. 
The first step is obviously dependent on the class of systems one is interested in 
modelling. The second step has to do with the way computations grow, more precisely 
with the notion of computation prefix, which is used to order the set of computations 
and get a tree. In the third step, many different observations can be attached to 
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computations, e.g., sequences of elementary actions, pomsets, sequences of states. The 
final step permits tuning system equivalences on the amount of nondeterminism and 
on the relevance of internal transitions. 
Each of the four steps outlined above can be investigated in isolation. In particular, 
the study of system equivalences, which are our main concern here, can be carried on 
regardless of choices made in the preceding three steps. In this paper, it will be 
assumed that an observation tree is given for every system, and some bisimulation- 
based observational equivalence will be defined on observation trees, both opera- 
tionally and axiomatically, that are independent of the way trees are built and 
labelled. Only a few bisimulations will be studied in the paper, but it is easy to recast in 
our framework most of the bisimulations that have been introduced both in the 
interleaving (e.g., dynamic bisimulation [35]) and in the noninterleaving approach to 
concurrency (e.g., pomset [S], partial ordering [lS], history-preserving [14, 401 
bisimulation). Thus, in order to prove whether any two finite systems described 
through the preferred operational semantics are equivalent, one has only to build the 
suitable observation trees and then use the chosen equivalence, specialized on the 
actual observations. 
Observation trees, unlike synchronization trees of [32], are labelled on their nodes. 
Moreover, the label of a node is not an action, or whatever is obtained by observing 
a single transition, but rather the observation of‘the whole computation performed from 
the beginning of the experiment and encoded as a whole. Hence, observation trees give 
an integral description of system behaviours, while synchronization trees offer an 
incremental one; this difference makes it possible to deal with more general domains 
of observation, e.g., with domains where the observation of the concatenation of two 
computations is different from the concatenation of their observations. 
The difference in labelling between observation and synchronization trees, although 
of fundamental importance for generalization, is not critical; the techniques for 
introducing observational equivalences which permit identifying “similar” trees can 
be borrowed from the more classical approach. Indeed, the notions of strong, weak 
and branching bisimulations are defined also for observation trees. Additionally, 
a new bisimulation is introduced and called jumping bisimulation, which fully dis- 
regards the observations of the intermediate states of computations and naturally 
arises in the framework of state-labelled structures. All the above-mentioned relations 
between observation trees will be independent of the chosen class of observation. 
Hence, also non-interleaving semantics are captured, and this is mainly due to the 
integral view of computations that puts less constraints on their observations. 
Pursuing work on the same line as the one developed for synchronization trees, 
a syntax is introduced. This, when animated via an operational semantics gives rise to 
finite observation trees; to be precise, it yields slightly more general structures which 
can easily be read as observation trees. The syntax of the proposed language is similar 
to the one for synchronization trees, with the operations of nil, prefixing and summa- 
tion, but is enriched with a type discipline of terms. Since observation trees can be 
represented as terms, it is possible to look for complete axiomatizations of all 
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congruences induced by strong, branching, weak and jumping (rooted) bisimulations. 
Remarkably enough, once a certain kind of congruence has been fixed, the same 
axiomatization holds irrespective of the chosen observation, be it a string of actions or 
a more complex semantic structure, like a partial ordering. The axiomatization of 
strong observational congruence contains equalities expressing the commutativity, 
associativity and idempotence of summation, and the fact that nil acts as neutral 
element for it. Only a single axiom is needed to capture jumping observational 
congruence, as well as a (different ) single one is sufficient for branching congruence; 
three axioms are introduced for weak bisimulation. All axioms defined for observation 
trees have a direct counterpart in the axioms for synchronization trees. These can be 
retrieved by establishing a direct correspondence between the two basic models. The 
correspondence transforms node-labelled structures into transition labelled ones and 
vice versa, thus permitting one to transfer the results established in one framework 
into the other. Indeed, we base all the proofs of completeness of our axiomatizations 
on those for the axiomatization of strong, branching, and weak congruences over the 
language for labelled transition systems. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces observation 
structures and observation trees, and motivates the use of node-labelled graphs as the 
basic model. In Section 3 four bisimulations are defined for observation structures. 
A language for representing finite observation structures is defined in Section 4, and 
four sets of laws are given that completely characterize the congruences induced by 
the considered bisimulations. Finally, Section 5 reports the proofs of completeness of 
the axiomatizations. 
2. Observation trees and observation structures 
Observation structures are graphs with labels on their nodes, rather than on their 
arcs and are the structures commonly used to describe systems behaviours in a state- 
based approach. Observation trees are observation structures where the underlying 
graph is tree-like, and the labelling function maps monotonically the nodes into 
a partial ordering of observations. 
In our interpretation, the nodes of observation trees represent computations of 
systems and the label of a node gives a description of the corresponding computation. 
In order to associate an observation tree with a transition system, we follow a well- 
known idea: the transition system is unfolded from an initial state to get the set of its 
computations; then, these are ordered by prefix giving them a tree structure; eventu- 
ally, each node of the tree, i.e., a computation, is labelled by what is observed out of it. 
It is worth noting that the observations attached to the nodes of observation trees 
may be of any kind, ranging, e.g., from strings of labels (of transitions) to partial 
orderings of events, or even to more complicated structures. An important conse- 
quence of this parameterization is that all the results of the next sections hold for 
any kind of observation. The information which is considered relevant about a 
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computation is observed through mechanisms that we will not discuss here (for 
examples on CCS computations, see, e.g., [13]). 
Definition 2.1 (Observation structures). Given a set D of observations, an observation 
structure is a triple (S, -+, o), where 
l S is a set of nodes, ranged over by r, s, possibly indexed, 
l + c S x S is a relation on nodes, called the transition relation, and 
a o: S --t D is an observation function mapping nodes into observations. 
We now define the special case of observation trees. Observation trees are intended 
to model the behaviour of distributed concurrent systems, in that their nodes repre- 
sent computations of systems and the label of a node gives a description of the 
corresponding computation. A partial ordering is assumed over the set of obser- 
vations D, with the intuition that as computations grow, so do their observations. 
Definition 2.2 (Observation trees). Given a partial ordering (D, <) of observations, an 
observation tree is an observation structure (S, + , o), where 
(i) relation + is acyclic, 
(ii) r + s and r’ + s implies r = r’, and 
(iii) r -+ s implies o(r) < o(s). 
We now introduce certain transition systems, that we call computation systems, 
which will be used as the basis for building our observation trees. In our definition, 
a transition 9 is not just a triple in a set, but rather has its own identity. A computation 
is a sequence of transitions 9, Q2 . 9, such that the target of Si coincides with the 
source of pi+ 1. In addition, a monotone nondecreasing observation function maps 
computations into a domain of observations. 
Definition 2.3 (Computation systems). 
(i) A computation system is a quadruple (2, F-, ?,, a,), where 
l 9 is the set of states, ranged over by q; 
l F is the set of transitions, ranged over by the 9; and 
l a,, 8, : F + 1 are functions yielding source and target, respectively, of any 
transition. 
(ii) Computations are sequences of transitions c= 9, Q2 . . . 3,, n3 1, such that Vi, 
a()( 9i + 1) = 8, ($), plus an empty computation s, for every state q. Computations are 
partially ordered by c, which is defined as c1 E c2 if and only if c1 is prejx of c2, i.e., if 
and only if there exists a computation c such that c2 = c1 c. 
(iii) Given a partial ordering (D, $) of observations, with E as minimum, an 
observation function is a function o from computations to observations which is 
monotone nondecreasing (cl c c2 implies o(ci) < o(c2)) and such that o(E,)=E. 
Below we describe the most direct way of associating an observation tree with 
a computation system; other options will be discussed later. 
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Fig. 1. A labelled event structure. 
Definition 2.4 (From computution systems to ohsewation frees). Let TS = (2, Y, c7,, 
ii, ) be a computation system. Let Z the set of its computations c from u state 4~2, i.e., 
with a,(c) = q, and o be an observation function. The ohserrution tree of TS ussociated 
with q via 0 is t(q)=(Z, + ,o), where c -+ ~8, with QE.~. 
In the example below, Definition 2.4 is applied to the labelled event structure 
depicted in Fig. 1. Three observation trees are got, as three observation functions are 
considered that give increasingly accurate descriptions of the behaviour of the event 
structure. 
Example 2.5. Event structures can easily be seen as computation systems, by letting 
their configurations C be states, and by taking as transitions the pairs of configura- 
tions (C, Cu{e)), where e$C is an enabled event. When event structures are labelled, 
also transitions (C, Cu{e)) will be labelled by the label of e. Now, consider the 
labelled event structure of Fig. 1, the computations of which follow: 
Cl = (03 (ej,), c2 = (0, {e’) >, 
c3 = (0, [e)) ([e), {e, e’)>, c4=(0, (e’}) ({e’j, {e’, ej>, 
(.5=(0, (e’}) ((e’), {e’,e”)). 
We will associate with the above computations three different kinds of weak obser- 
vations, i.e., three observations that consider invisible the transition corresponding to 
firing e”, which is labelled by T. The first observation function int yields the string of 
the labels of the events, respecting the temporal ordering in which they have been fired 
(generation ordering). It is the typical observation function in the interleaving setting. 
The second observation function po associates with computations labelled purtiul 
orderings,’ aiming at reflecting the causal relations between the events. The third 
observation function mo yields lahelled mixed orderings, that are partial orderings 
equipped with the generation ordering of the events;2 it has been used for defining 
I Here l 3 denotes an event labelled by z; and by l ‘op we understand that the event labelled by PI is 
concurrent with the event labelled by /I. 
* Here l “.’ denotes an event labelled by a generated at the ith step of a computation. 
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history-preserving bisimulation in [14]. All these observations are partially ordered 
by the obvious notions of prefixing: 
int (co) = E, int(c,)=cc, int(c*)=P, 
int(c3)= Q, int (cq) = pee, int(c5) = p. 
po(GJ) = E, PO(cl)=.a, po(c,)=o”, 
po(c,)=o”o”, po(C‘&)=ozop, p&)=0”. 
mo(co) = &, InO(C1)=o~~l, mo(c*)=o~J, 
mo((.3)=0131 •~*2, 1?UI(Cq)=oa,2 lP,l, IHO(C5)=oPJ 
Figure 2 shows the three observation trees obtained via the above three observation 
functions. 
We are now set to motivate the choice of observation trees as the basic model for 
our approach. Our aim is to develop a theory of concurrent systems based on 
bisimulations which are parametric with respect to the observation. In the classical 
models, observations are actions and, more importantly, they are attached to 
transitions. When more complex, nonatomic observations are considered, it is not 
always possible to maintain such a simple schema. Consider, for instance, the follow- 
ing system (expressed as a CCS agent): 
cx./?.nill/I.nil 
made of two concurrent subsystems, one performing an action c( and then 8, the other 
performing an action fi, and assume that one would like to observe causality in the 
form of pomsets, i.e., partial orderings of events labelled by actions. Our agent has the 
following transition (among others): 
9, =x.B.nill/3.nil+fi.nill/3.nil. 
After transition 9r, the following two transitions are possible: 
S2=~.nil~~.nil+~.nil~nil 
a) b) cl 
Fig. 2. Three observation trees of the labelled event structure of Fig. 1. They are labelled by strings, partial 
orderings and mixed orderings in (a), (b) and (c), respectively. 
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The observations of our transitions, denoted by di, are pomsets consisting of a single 
event, labelled by x, p and /I, respectively, i.e., 
Now, one would like to define a suitable operation ; of concatenation on pomsets such 
that 
d,;d, =X PAR /I 
where !X PAR/II is meant to be the pomset with two concurrent events, one labelled by 
r and the other by /j. At the same time, the concatenation 
should yield the pomset consisting of an event labelled c( causing an event labelled p. 
Clearly, no such operation exists, as d2 = d3. 
Several ways out have been proposed in the literature. The first line of development, 
which may be called sputiul irwremrntal (let us name simply incremental the classical 
interleaving approach), keeps labels on transitions, but has richer observations that 
include some spatial information. For instance, concurrent histories [17, 231 add 
linking information to pomsets to guarantee correct concatenation. More radically, it 
is possible to associate spatial information with actions, to obtain the so-called spatial 
pomset [22]. In this case, the observations of the transitions Si above would be 
The spatial incremental approach permits full generalization of the classical results of 
interleaving semantics, such as the expansion theorem and the axiomatizations of 
strong and weak observational equivalences [20,21]. However, it is very concrete, e.g., 
it distinguishes between ~.nil and cr.nillnil. An abstraction operation must be added 
to hide unwanted spatial information. 
The second approach may be called ur$dding incremental and has been followed in 
the development of causal trees [1 1, 121 and of localities [6]. While it keeps labels on 
transitions, it modifies the transition systems (not only their observations). For 
instance, for [l l] the transitions of the example above would be 
S;‘=(@ + x.P.nil)l(B * ~.nil)-+({l) * jI.nil)j(B + jY.nil), 
$;=((l) + P.nil)l(@ + /].nil)+((2; q /I.nil)l({l) * nil), 
9;‘=( (11 = p.nil)l(@ =+ /I.nil)+( (1) q nil)1(8 * /3.nil), 
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with observations3 
d;’ = (CI, @>, d; = <P, 8>, dj’=<B,{l)>, 
thus making explicit the independency (the dependency) of the second (the third) 
action from the first. From our point of view, a disadvantage of the unfolding 
incremental approach is that the transition system is defined in an ad hoc manner; in 
particular, its states must be duplicated and are dependent upon the desired observa- 
tion. Within this approach, the first three steps of the general framework presented in 
the Introduction are merged at the expense of modularity. This might hinder the 
development of generic tools with separate modules for executing process description 
languages and for making their observable behaviours available to the programmer. 
Furthermore, apparently not all the observations can be handled by this approach: for 
instance, the partial-ordering observations we were aiming at in the above example 
have not yet been defined in the unfolding incremental approaches. Causal trees, for 
instance, carry also information about the sequential ordering in which actions have 
taken place and essentially yield what has been called a mixed-ordering observation. 
The last alternative we consider here may be called the integral approach. The idea 
is to keep the underlying graph of the transition system as standard, but to associate 
observations with computations rather than with transitions, adapting the definition 
of bisimulation accordingly. Observations are integral as opposed to incremental, i.e., 
they cannot be first generated stepwise and then be composed sequentially. This is 
exactly the line we followed in Definition 2.4. 
In principle, this approach allows for maximal flexibility and generality. For 
instance, all the proposed observations for causality and locality (see Example 2.5 for 
some of them) of a computation of a CCS agent can easily be extracted from the proqfi 
of its transitions. The agents, together with the “proved transitions”, can then 
constitute the standard transition system (namely, the first step of the general defini- 
tion procedure presented in the Introduction), while the mapping from computations 
to observations gives the necessary information for the following steps. For instance, 
in the example above, we would obtain 
d’,” = LX, d;’ = d;” = /j’, d;‘;=o(S, &)=ctPARfl, d;‘j=o($, 5$)=1p. 
However, some difficulty arises when deciding which bisimulation to use, i.e., when 
performing step four of our general observational framework. In fact, if a bisimulation 
has to be a relation on agents, the only choice is to consider as experiments all possible 
computations of the two agents and their observations. Let us call this variant of the 
integral approach state-based, which includes, for instance, pomset bisimulation [S]. It 
is well known that in this way the interplay between concurrency and nondeterminism 
3A standard CCS term e is enriched to become K > e, where K is a set ofintegers, representing the causes 
of e. If K =@, then e has no causes. Otherwise, if kEK. e has been caused directly by the transition occurred 
in the computation k ~ I steps before. Thus, { 1) a /I,nil says that this specific instance /3.nil is caused by the 
transition which just occurred. 
is not captured fully; see e.g., the final section of [15]. In fact, a kind of “indeterminacy 
principle” turns out to hold: causal dependencies can be made manifest, via complex 
partial-ordering observations, on “long” computations, but only “short” computa- 
tions give a complete account of the nondeterministic structure of the agents, since the 
time a choice is taken is better evidenced. Strictly more discriminating bisimulations 
can be obtained by taking an agent, LUU/ the part of computation it has just executed, 
as the starting point of a bisimulation step. This leads to what may be called the 
computution-based variant of the integral approach, which includes history-preserving 
hisimulation 1401 and bisimulation via partial-ordering [ 131 and mixed-ordering Cl43 
observations.4 Bisimulation steps consist in continuing the ongoing computation in 
all possible ways and checking the correspondence between the observations of the 
prolonged computations. The comparison between the state-based and the computa- 
tion-based integral approaches can be summarized as follows: starting from an agent, 
and given an ongoing computation, the computation-based version continues the 
ongoing computation, while the state-based version,forgets the ongoing computation 
and initiates a new one. It is easy to see that an even more discriminating version of 
the integral approach is obtained if both alternatives are made possible at the same 
time. Let us call this version the compourzd integral. 
From the above discussion, it is clear that different observation scenarios employ- 
ing the notion of bisimulation (say, strong bisimulation) are possible on the standard 
transition system. We listed four of them. The first one, the incremental observation 
scenario, is the classical scenario adopted for labelled transition systems. The other 
three are integral and have been called state-based, computation-based and com- 
pound. We claim that it is possible to unify all of the four scenarios by moving from 
standard transition systems to observation trees (assuming that an initial state is 
given). In Definition 2.4. we see how to derive from standard transition systems the 
observation trees corresponding to the computation-based approach. The construc- 
tion is essentially the same as used in [ 131 to build what has been called there NMSs. 
The other versions can be obtained by using slightly different unfolding criteria. Trees 
of computations labelled on nodes have been considered also in [lo] for defining 
reductions up to interleaving bisimulation. 
The interesting fact is that the same notion of (strong) bisimulation is sufficient for 
capturing the four observational scenarios. The different discriminating power is 
provided by the different ways of constructing the observation trees associated with 
systems. The same unification takes place for weak and branching bisimulations. 
Going back to the general framework outlined in the Introduction, the unfolding 
criterion determines step 2, the observation function on computations characterizes 
step 3, and the chosen bisimulation yields step 4. 
Of course, not all combinations of the various alternatives in the four steps are 
meaningful. In a companion paper [ 161, several special cases of interest are 
4 History-preserving bisimulation and hisimulation via mixed-ordering observations do coincide. This 
notion has been discussed in detail in [IL 261. since it is invariant with respect to event refinement. 
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discussed. For instance, when considering CCS with partial-ordering observations, it 
is shown that strong bisimulation is more discriminating on compound-observation 
trees than on both state-based and computation-based trees. Also, strong bisimula- 
tion is incomparable on the latter two kinds of trees. On the contrary, strong 
bisimulation with mixed-ordering observations is more discriminating on computa- 
tion-based trees than on state-based trees, and as discriminating as on compound 
trees. 
3. Bisimulations over observation structures 
Some notions of observational equivalence are now defined on observation struc- 
tures. Strong and branching equivalences are the straightforward generalizations of 
the corresponding notions over labelled transition systems. Our version of weak 
equivalence requires the presence of the same sequences of observations (possibly with 
stuttering’) along the corresponding paths. The new notion of jumping equivalence 
differs from weak equivalence as its disregards the observations of the intermediate 
states of computations. A more detailed discussion on these bisimulations can be 
found later on, before Example 3.4. First, we need an auxiliary definition, borrowed 
from [4]. 
Definition 3.1 (Rooted relations). A symmetric binary relation 9 on a set I, ranged 
over by r, s,. . . , is rooted in the pair (r, s) if r .“R s and furthermore r A? s and r 9 s’ 
imply s = s’. 
Definition 3.2 (Bisimulations and observational equivulences). Given an observation 
structure (S, +, o), a symmetric relation R on S, such that r R s implies o(r) = o(s), is a 
strong bisimulation 
if r R s and r-r’ implies that there exists s’, with s-s’ and r’ R s’, 
branching bisimulation 
if r R s and r-r’ implies that there exist so,. . . , s,, n 30, 
with s=sO-+ . ..+s. and rRsi for i<n and r' R s,, 
weak bisimulation 
if r R s and r+r’ implies that there exist sO, . . , s,, 
with s=sO -+ . ..+sk+ . . . -+s,,, O<k<n, 
and O(So)=O(si) for O<idk, o(si)=o(s”) for k<i<n and r’ R s,, 
5 Stuttering occurs essentially when there is a transition r+s and o(r)=o(s). This notion has been 
introduced in [8] for defining stuttering equivalence, which has been proven to be equivalent to branching 
equivalence in [19]. 
,jumpiny bisimulution 
if r Rs and r+r’ implies that there exists s’. with s-+* s’ and r’ Rd. 
Two states r, SES are stronyly, or branching, weakly jumping rooted-equivalent’ (ab- 
breviated r zss, I’ zB s, I’ zw s, r ?J s) if there exists a strong bisimulation relating r and 
s. or a branching, weak, jumping bisimulation rooted in (r, s). 
It is worth noting that the usual definitions of strong, branching and weak 
equivalence do not rely on the notion of rooted relation. We use it because we are 
defining relations which will be shown to be congruences over the algebra of terms 
introduced in the next section. Note that less and less stringent conditions are 
assumed in passing from the branching bisimulation to the jumping one. Actually, 
branching bisimilarity requires that, if r zH.s and s stutters through some intermediate 
nodes, these must be bisimilar to r; instead, weak bisimilarity requires only that their 
observations be equal. The most liberal bisimulation is the jumping one, that puts no 
condition at all on the intermediate nodes. The next property relates the equivalences 
introduced above and will be useful in the following sections. 
Property 3.3. Let (S, +, o) be an observation structure and r and s be two states of S. 
(i) r zs s implies r Z,% s implies I’ zw s implies r ZJ s. 
(ii) If + coincides with its transitive closure then 
r zH s if and only if r zw s if and only if r zJ s. 
(iii) If + coincides with its reflexive and transitive closure then 
r ss s if and only if r z,% s if and only if r qw s if and only if r S, s. 
Proof. Clause (i) follows directly from Definition 3.2. The proof of the other items is 
a straightforward consequence of the observations that transitivity permits one to 
performing directly as many transitions as needed (ad ii), even none if reflexivity does 
hold (ad iii). 0 
When considering observation structures, the correct definition of weak bisimula- 
tion is not obvious. In fact, the observation of a bisimulation step touching some 
intermediate nodes may either consist of the labels of the extrema only,’ or rather 
include the string of all the observations of the intermediate nodes (without stutter- 
ing8), as well. We decided to call “jumping bisimulation” the version dictated by the 
former choice, and to keep the name “weak bisimulation” for the latter. On the 
contrary, there is no choice for branching bisimulation, since the intermediate nodes 
h It is immediate verifiable that these definitions indeed induce equivalence relations. 
7 Actually. it is enough lo take the lahcls of the initial nodes of computations. since the identity of the 
lahcls of the linal nodes is implied by the condition that the final nodes are hisimilar. 
’ Observing a computation wi~h~~~ct .sturturi~x~ means to take the sequence of the labels of its nodes after 
cancelling rcpcated elcmcnts. In our cast. observing wi~/t stutfwin;/ would not he very interesting, since it 
would yield strong observational equivalence. 
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a) h) 
Fig. 3. The observation trees of A’CCS agents p=a.fi.nil (a) and q=sc./l.nil+~.fi.nil (b). 
which are in correspondence must be bisimilar and thus, a fortiori must have the same 
observation. 
Jumping bisimulation has a simpler and, in our view, more natural definition than 
weak bisimulation, at least if one has in mind an experimental scenario were state 
observations can be extracted only when the system is not running. In practice, 
jumping and weak equivalences do coincide for process description languages like 
CCS, when observations are considered such that each transition generates at most 
one event, and when computation-based unfoldings are chosen. Jumping and weak 
equivalences yield different results if the language under consideration permits defin- 
ing atomic transitions (i.e. nonelementary, noninterruptable transitions). This issue is 
discussed in the example below. We feel that the two CCS-like processes introduced 
there should be considered as equivalent, and we take this as a convincing example in 
favour of jumping equivalence. 
Example 3.4 (Jumping equivalence is diferent from weak equivalence). Let 
p=cc.fl.nil and q=cc.~.nil+~.fl.nil 
be two agents of A2CCS, a generalization of CCS introduced in [27] to permit 
a description of atomic actions, where the meaning of a./I.nil imposes the condition to 
execute atomically the sequence ~0 (see also the tight multiplication operator of [3]). 
We have that p and q are jumping-equivalent but they are not weakly equivalent. 
Indeed, the observation trees (with the interleaving observation and with the compu- 
tation-based unfolding) of p and q are shown in Fig. 3; it is immediate to check that 
they are not weakly equivalent. In fact, the atomic transition ~.fl.nil+r./I.nil-+nil of 
q cannot be simulated by the computation cc.p.nil+fi.nil-+nil of p, since the observa- 
tion of the intermediate state in p has no counterpart in q. However, p and q are 
jumping-equivalent, since the corresponding bisimulation does not make any require- 
ment on intermediate states. 
4. Axiomatizing bisimulations over finite observation structures 
Information structures are particularly handy when they can be represented by 
suitable terms and syntactic manipulations can be defined on them. In this section, 
a syntax for finite observation structures is introduced. No specific property of the 
domain of observation is assumed in the definition of terms; so, all syntax-driven 
transformations and characterizations hold once and for all, notably, the axiomatiz- 
ations of rooted equivalences. 
As a matter of fact, BNF grammars are not powerful enough to ensure that only 
terms are generated which represent legal observation structures. For this purpose, we 
make use of equational type logic [31]. Its models are the typed algebras, i.e., classical 
one-sorted total algebras enriched with a typing relation, defined as a binary relation 
over its carrier. Equational type logic provides a sound and complete calculus to 
construct, present, and reason about typed algebras. Basically, a presentation of a type 
algebra is done through a set of conditional formulae, stating typing relations between 
terms t:t’ (t has type t’), and a set of conditional axioms that state equality between 
two terms, t = t’. The relation of typing over terms is interpreted in a type algebra 
through the binary relation over its carrier; the interpretation of equality is the usual 
one. Equational type logic is constructive, as its inference rules are conditional 
axioms. Indeed, every presentation admits an initial model, built as the quotient of the 
free-term algebra with respect to the congruence generated by the equational type 
calculus. Although a type algebra is total, the typing relation deals with partiality, just 
typing only those elements which are considered as defined. 
Below, we introduce the syntax for finite observation structures. 
Definition 4.1 (A lunguugejirr observation structures). Let D be a set of observations 
ranged over by II, 6,. . . and let *$D be a distinguished element. 
An observation term over D is Ex, where 
l E is a term generated by the following grammar, 
E ::= NIL 1 N(E) 1 E@E, 
and 
l x~Du{*} is the type of E given by the following conditional type formulae: 
NIL: *, 
E:x =a o(E):</, 
We will use P, Q, R , . to denote observation terms, and resort to P”, Q”, R”, . . . when 
they are typed by II ED, i.e., they are different from NIL. 
In what follows we will use the names pr&xing and summation for the syntactic 
operators II (-) and ~ @ -, even if they have a slight different meaning in the literature. 
Also, the term NIL plays a role which is different from the usual one, and has been 
introduced for technical reasons only. 
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Definition 4.2 (From observation terms to the observation structure TOS). The obser- 
vation structure TOS = (S, +, o) generated by observation terms is obtained by 
letting 
l the set of states S be the set of observation terms P” typed on D; 
l the transition relation P”+Q- be the smallest relation such that 
(i) 6( P”)+ P”, 
(ii) P”+Q’ 5 P”@R”-+Q’, and 
(iii) R”+Q’ a P” @R”+Q’; 
l the observation function o defined by 
o( P-)=,. 
Note that no transition can be inferred for cc(NIL) because NIL is not a state of 
TOS. As it may be expected, it is possible to establish a correspondence between 
observation terms and finite observation trees. In order to associate a tree with a term, 
consider the corresponding state of TOS, and unfold TOS itself from it. If there is no 
corresponding state, i.e., if the term is NIL, the corresponding tree is empty. An 
alternative, possibly more elegant, way is to carry over observation trees the opera- 
tions of observation terms. Clearly, NIL is the tree with no nodes; n(P) adds to the 
tree of P a new root labelled by (I (provided that n is smaller than or equal to the label 
of the root of P); and P” 0 Q” coalesces the roots of the trees of P” and Q” (provided 
that the roots have the same label). Of course, different terms can represent the same 
tree. Indeed, it is easy to see that finite observation trees are isomorphic to observation 
terms, up to the axioms (Al&A3) reported in Table 1, namely, up to commutativity, 
associativity and absorption of the identity of 0. 
The above definition states what is the observation structure to be associated with 
observation terms; the next example shows how to associate a term with an observa- 
tion tree. 
Example 4.3 (From observation trees to observation terms). The observation tree of 
Fig. 2(a) may be represented by the following observation term, of type E (in the sequel, 
we will omit typing when unambiguous): 
P”=s(a(ccfl(NIL)))Oa(B(Bsr(NIL))OP(P(NIL))). 
The (tree consisting of the single) node cj is represented as the observation term 
aP(NIL): c@, because of the second type formula of Definition 4.1. Then, we can grow 
Table 1 
Axioms for strong bisimulation 
(Al) P”@Q”=Q”@P” 
(A2) (P”@Q”)@R”=P”O(Q”@R”) 
(A3) I”’ 0 II (NIL) = P” 
(A4) P” @P”=P* 
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the term x(@(NIL)):cc that represents the subtree rooted at ci. Eventually, the term 
Q”=a(a(ab(NIL))) is obtained, that stands for the tree made with nodes cO, ci and c3. 
Analogously, we build the observation terms [jcc(NIL):pcc for the tree cd, and 
P(NIL):P for the tree cs. Now, p(bc~(NIL)):fi is for the tree made of c2 and cd, and 
fi(/?(NIL)):fl is for the tree made of c2 and c5. Since they satisfy the condition of the 
third type formula, we can combine them to obtain the observation term 
~(@(NIL))@/I(~(NIL)):/3. By prefixing it with E, we get a term, say R” with type E, 
standing for the tree with nodes co, c2, c4 and c5. Finally, Q” and R” can be summed to 
obtain P”. 
Similarly, the observation tree of Fig. 2b may be represented by the following 
observation term, in which observations are enclosed in square brackets for the sake 
of readability: 
Definition 4.2 introduces an algebra over the nodes of the observation structure 
TOS generated by observation terms. Of course, the nodes of TOS can be factorized 
by the different bisimulations defined in the previous section. Interestingly enough, the 
four factorizations can also be characterized by four sets of axioms, consistent with the 
four bisimulations and sufficient to prove congruence of bisimilar terms. 
We remind the reader that here the R’S and the 8’s stand for generic observations 
taken from an arbitrary domain: we are, thus, axiomatizing families of bisimulations 
which are parametric with respect to a domain of observations. (Moreover, we remark 
that the axioms we will introduce in the sequel are conditional: they are defined only if 
the terms are well typed.) 
Before presenting the axioms, we prove that our rooted equivalences are actually 
congruences, i.e., they are preserved by the operations defined on the nodes of TOS. 
Theorem 4.4 (zs, zB, sw and Z, are congruences over the algebra of observation 
terms). Let # E{S, B, W, J j; then 
PI 2-# P2 implies 
Proof. The following argument holds for all rooted bisimulations R (note that also 
strong bisimulation is such) used to prove P, and P2 ( gs, gB, gw or z,) equivalent. 
Let R be the appropriate bisimulation rooted in (PI, Pz). To prove that the chosen 
equivalence is preserved under prefixing, let 
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it is immediate to see that a(Pi) and ,(P,) do bisimulate, and that R’ is rooted in 
(,c(P~), CI (Pz)). To show that the equivalences are preserved by summation (only the 
left case will be examined), let 
We prove now that R” is a bisimulation rooted in (PO PI, P@ P2). It suffices to 
consider the pair (P @ PI, P @ P2), only. If the transition P @ PI +Q is derived from 
P-+Q by the inference rule (ii), then also P @ P2 +Q; since (Q, Q) ER”, the recursive 
requirement is met. If the transition PePI +Q1 is derived from P1-+QI by the 
inference rule (iii), then there exists Qz such that P2+QZ, with (Qi, Q2)~R, from 
which the transition P@ P,+Q, can be derived. The claim now follows since R” is 
rooted in (PO PI, POP,) by construction. n 
We now present the four sets of axioms, starting with those for strong bisimulation 
(Table 1). The first two axioms reflect commutativity and associativity; the third one 
states that terms of the form n(NIL) are the neutral elements of summation, one for 
each type n of terms; finally, the fourth axiom states idempotence of 0. 
In virtue of the above axioms, we can use sumforms Oit, n(Pi) to denote the 
equivalence classes of strongly congruent terms, assuming that @ ito II (Pi) stands for 
NIL. 
The laws characterizing the remaining bisimulations are given in Tables 2-4. In 
each table, we do not write all axioms but only those to be added to the axioms of 
Table 1. There is a single law for branching congruence. It permits one to ignore 
repeated observations (represented by d, below) and duplicated substructures with 
equal initial observation (the term P’ in the left-hand side of the law). 
As we will see in the next section, the laws for weak congruence are the counterpart 
of the r-laws of [34]. The first equality says again that we can ignore repeated 
observations. Note that it is an instance, up to (A3), of the branching law when 
P”=&(NIL). The second and the third laws permit the ignoring of equal subterms 
more generously than (B). Indeed, they permit adding to a term those subterms that 
Table 2 
Branching law 




(W2) P” @ ,/(P”)=<,(P”) 
(W3) o(/;(P’) 0 Q’) @ o(P’)=n(d(P’) @ Q’) 
Table 4 
Jumping law 
(J) </(/;(E(P)@ Q’))@ </(P)=,(E(P) @ Q’) 
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are reached while stuttering, i.e., while passing through states labelled by the same 
observation. The branching law, instead, requires bisimilarity of the crossed states to 
permit one to add subterms, or, complementarily, to ignore repeated subterms. 
The jumping law permits one to eliminate at once repeated observations and 
subterms identical up to stuttering ((I(P)); it is, however, even more permissive than 
the previous laws, for no assumption is made on the intermediate states. It is worth 
remarking that no requirement is put on the type of P; it can be also NIL. 
Lemma 4.5 throws light on the power of the jumping law; it states that an 
observation term P” is jumping-congruent to one that has a transitions all the 
computations of P”. In what follows .d t- P = Q, where .d is a set of axioms and P and 
Q are observation terms, will denote that P and Q are provably equal, i.e., equal 
modulo application of the axioms in .ESZ and the standard rules for equational logic 
(reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity and replacement of equals for equals). 
Lemma 4.5 (Transitive closure lemma). Let P” = @ iE, n (Pi) and Q be a subterm ofPk 
,for some k El: then we hatle 
xZ,l-//(Q)@P”=P”. 
Proof. First of all note that (Wl) is derivable from *d, by letting P = NIL in (J); this 
gives 
and, by applying (A3) three times, we get (Wl). Let us now move to prove the claim. If 
Q = NIL, the claims follows from (A3). Otherwise, the proof goes by induction on the 
depth of Pk. If Q= Pk for some kEl, then the claim follows by (A4). Otherwise, 
assuming that Pk has type 6, the inductive hypothesis reads as P[=e(Q’)@PL. We 
have that 
(by (A4)) 
(by inductive hypothesis) 
=I[(/-(6(Q’)@P:))@c,(Q’)@P” (by(J)) 
=JT(~;(Q’)@P:)@~(Q,)@P” (by (WI)) 
=n(P;)@/r(Q’)@P” (by inductive hypothesis) 
(by 644)). 0 
The following property states that the weak laws are derivable from the laws for 
strong bisimulation plus the law for jumping bisimulation. It will be useful in 
establishing soundness and completeness of the laws for jumping bisimulation. 
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{Al, A2, A3, A4, J} ä Wi, in{ 1, 3}, 
(Al, A2, A3, A4, J} E W, 
where W is any instance of W 2. 
Proof. (W 1) is derived by letting P=NIL in (J) and by applying (A3) three times, as 
already shown in the proof of Lemma 4.5. 
(W 2) cannot be derived from (Al-A4) and (J), but all its instances W can. Since P” 
can be written as @is,a(Pi), we have that 
I((P”)=n(Oi,,n(Pi))=N(Oial”(Pi))On(Pi) 
by Lemma 4.5 (with Q=Pi). 
By repeating the above step for all iel, we eventually derive n(P”)= a(PU)@ P”. 
(W3) is obtained from (J), specialized assuming that P has type c?, i.e., P #NIL. We 
obtain 
a(d(6(P’)@Q’))@n(P’)=rr(R(P’)@Q’). 
The subterm e(P’)@ Q’ has type 2’; thus law (W 1) applies, yielding (W 3). 0 
We are now ready to state our completeness theorems. The actual proofs will be 
presented in the next section, where a close correspondence between the observation 
structure TOS and a specific labelled transition system will be established, and 
exploited to take advantage of existing completeness proof for bisimulations over 
labelled transition systems. 
Theorem 4.7 (Soundness and completeness). Let C&s = {A 1, A2, A3, A4}, &R = &su { B}, 
&‘w=.dsu{Wl, W2, W3}, ,c9,=dsu(J) he th e sets of axioms qf Tables 1-4. Let 
# E{S, B, W, J} and let P” and Q” be observation terms. Then 
P” Z# Q” ifand only ij’~Z~ t-P”=Q”. 
5. Completeness proofs by transformations 
Here we will provide the proof of soundness and completeness of the sets of axioms 
ds, dB and dw, and later on those of C”9,. 
For the first three sets of axioms, rather than proving our claim directly, we will 
establish a close correspondence between observation structures and transition sys- 
tems, and we will exploit the corresponding results provided in [26, 29, 341. More 
precisely, we will extend the usual simple syntax for arc-labelled trees by defining 
terms built with many different nil’s We will also define on them the obvious 
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extensions of the notions of strong, branching and observational congruences to- 
gether with their complete and sound axiomatizations. Then we will consider only 
a subset of these terms, defined by a suitable typing; we will introduce bisimulation- 
based congruences on typed terms and prove that also in this case the classical 
axiomatizations do hold. Finally, the congruences and their axiomatizations will be 
shown to be coincident with those on observation structures, via the correspondence 
mentioned above. 
Now, we extend slightly the classical notion of labelled transition system by 
attaching labels also on states, similarly to [19]. Strong, branching, and weak 
congruences are then defined in the obvious way on these transition systems with 
double labelling. Finally, we consider a simple language to express finite systems, and 
exhibit complete axiomatizations of the above congruences, that turn out to be 
essentially the classical axiomatizations. 
Definition 5.1 (Observed lahelled transition systems). Let D be a set of observations, 
A an alphabet of actions, T#A the silent action, and let A be ranged over by %, while 
Au{rl is ranged over by n. 
An observed lahelled transition system is a triple (S, s, o), where 
l S is a set of states, 
l rs.sES x Aujr} x S is the transition relation, 
l o : S+D is an observation &mction, mapping states into observations. 
Definition 5.2 (Strong, branching, weak congruences). Given an observed transition 
system (S, 1:) o), a symmetric relation R on S such that r R s implies o(r)=o(s) is a 
strong bisimulation 
if r R s and r 5 r’ implies that there exists s’ wth s 3 s’; and r’ R s’, 
branching &simulation 
if r R s and r -% r’ implies that either 
p=r and r’Rs or 
there exist sO, . . . , s,~, with s=sO 5 . A s,_, Iffs,, rRsi 
for O<i<n and r’R s,; 
weak hisimulation 
if r R s and r 3 r’ implies that either 
,u=t and r' R s or 
there exist sO, . . . , s,, with s=s,A . 4 sk-%sk+, & . . As,,, O<k<n, 
o(sO)=o(si) for O<i<k, O(si)=O(s,) for k<i<n, and r’ R s,. 
Two states r, SES are strong-, branching- and weak-congruent, abbreviated as 
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Table 5 










Axiom equating all nils 
(n) nil,, = nil, 
r z,s, r zbs, r zw , s if there exists a strong, rooted in (r, s) branching, rooted in 
(r, s) weak bisimulation relating r and s. 
The following definition introduces a simple language and its operational seman- 
tics, used to denote a specific observed transition system. Then, Tables 5 and 6 report 
the laws axiomatizing the congruences induced by strong, branching and weak rooted 
bisimulations. 
Definition 5.3 (Observed transition system TM). Let D be a set of observations. Then 
TM = (8, 3, O) is an observed transition system, where 
l ebb is a term generated by the following BNF-like grammar: 
e::=nil, Ip.ele+e, with UED, 
l the transition relation e 3 e’ is the smallest relation such that 
(i) p.el:e, 
(ii) e 3 e’ implies e + e” 3e’, and 
(iii) e 5 e’ implies e” + e 1: e’, 
0 Ve&, o(e)= 0. 
Lemma 5.4 (Soundness and completeness for TM). Consider the laws reported in 
Tables 5 and 6. Let A,= {al, a2, a3, a4}u{n}, &,=I\Su{b} and .&=.4,u{wl, w2, ~3); 
let # E{S, b, w} and let e, e’E&. Then 
e=#e ’ if and only if A, ke=e’. 
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Proof. Since all terms have the same observation, Definition 5.1 reduces altogether to 
the corresponding definitions of the bisimulations of [26, 341. Analogously, since 
axiom (n) reduces all nil,, to a single nil, axiom (a3) can be read as e + nil = e. Now, the 
classical results of [26, 29, 341 apply. n 
We now specialize the set of actions A to be a set of pairs and give types to (some) 
terms, in order to define a new observed transition system called OTM. As a matter of 
fact, the states of OTM are a subset of those of TM, and the transitions of the former 
are defined exactly as those of the latter. Therefore, the observed transition system 
OTM is injected in TM. 
Definition 5.5 (Ohserred trunsifion OTM). Let the alphabet A of Definition 5.1 be 
A =D x D and let IIED be a t~‘pe. We define OTM = (,R, 2, /) as the observed 
transition system, where 
l ,F is the set of typed terms e: (I, where e is as in Definition 5.3, and (I is assigned by 
the following conditional type formulae: 
nil,, : 0. 
e:/ * t.e:/, 
e:cr and e’:n * e+e’:cr; 
l the transition relation 1: is as in Definition 5.3 
(note that if p 3 e, then there exists a type CI such that e:(r); 
0 e:/f =C-- /(e)=rr. 
In the following, we will use p. q, . to denote typed terms in S. 
Lemma 5.6 (Soundness and completeness for OTM). Consider the laws reported in 
Tables 5. Let A,=jal, a2, a3, a4), A,=A,u{b) a& A,=A,u(wl, w2, w3f. Let #E 
is, b, w). and let p, qc9. We have 
Proof. First of all, we establish a few properties of interest. 
(i) The states and the transitions of TM, when restricted to typed terms, coincide 
with those of OTM, because if p $e, then there exists a type II such that e:cr. 
Moreover, such a type (7 is completely determined by the type P of p and ,u; indeed, if 
p= r, e has type 6, otherwise /I= (6, (I). 
(ii) If R is a bisimulation on the terms of TM, then the restriction of R to pairs 
(s, r) such that both s and r can be typed with the same element of D, is a bisimulation 
on the terms of OTM; by item (i) above and by the definition of bisimulation. 
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(iii) If p of type (I is built with at least a prefix, p#z, then the type of all its sub- 
terms, including all its nils, are uniquely determined; otherwise, the type of all its 
subterms is n. 
(iv) If p and 4 have the same type, and A # k p=q with a proof T, then we can 
extract from 71 a proof 7c of p = q that exploits laws in A #, only. Proof n can be seen as 
a sequence of (either typable or untypable) congruent terms starting with p and ending 
with 4. In general, note that any subproof from p’:n to 4’:” that employs only axiom 
(n) can be omitted because q’ is exuctly p’, due to (iii). Now, we show that if p’ is 
transformed to e0 via a sequence G of instances of axiom (n), and e, is transformed to 
e, via any other axiom (x), then we can apply (x) first obtaining a term p” of the same 
type of p’, and then, possibly, axiom (n) followed by (T. Consider first when (x) is axiom 
(a3) applied from right to left, i.e., e -+e+nil,, and assume that p’ of type n contains 
a subterm p” of type C, transformed to e, through CJ, in e. and to e+nil, in el. 
Now, p” can be rewritten as p”+nil,, then to p”+nil, via axiom (n), and finally, 
through 9, to e+ nil, in e, . Secondly, if axiom (x) is either e+nil,-+e, or any of 
(al), (a2), (wl), the statement is obvious. Thirdly, consider the remaining axioms 
(a4), (b), (w2), (~3) that have duplicated variable occurrences in either side. Let 
p’ contain two subterms p. and p1 of types do and if,, both transformed to e, through 
c, in e0, so permitting the application of axiom (x). We claim that p. is identical 
to pl. Relax the axiom (x) so that it can be applied by instantiating the duplicated 
variables to p. and pl; then, we can exchange r~ and (x), as in the preceding case. 
Consequently, since the axiom (x) is applied to the well-typed term p’, by inspection 
of the axioms, /fo=el follows. It is immediate checking that two terms with the 
same type can be transformed by axiom (n) to the same term only if they are identical, 
due to (iii). 
(v) If A # I- p = q, then p and q have the same type. The only axiom that permits to 
derive an untypable term is e+e+nil,, but then it is impossible to reach any typed 
term, with the only exception of the original term that can be obtained by undoing the 
rewriting. In all other cases, the type is preserved by axiom application. 
Now we are ready for proving the claim. 
“If part “: If there exists a proof n of p = q, assuming A #, then p and q have the same 
type by (v). Furthermore, the very same proof permits establishing that A, E p =q. 
From this, by Lemma 5.4, there exists a bisimulation R on the states of TM containing 
the pair (p, q). Because of (ii), the wanted bisimulation of states of OTM is R re- 
stricted to pairs of terms with the same type. 
“Only-ifpart:” If p z # q in OTM then p z # q in TM and p and 4 have the same type. 
By Lemma 5.4, there exists a proof n that p=q, assuming 4, . By item (iv), we can 
extract from 71 a proof 71 that p=q that exploits laws in A#, only. 0 
Now, we are ready to present our isomorphism between observation terms (except 
NIL) and typed terms introduced in Definition 5.5. Through this isomorphism, the 
proof of soundness and completeness of the sets of axioms &‘s, cc4H, and zZw is 
reduced to that of A,, Ab and A, established above. 
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Definition 5.7 (Isomorphism between observation terms and typed terms). The 
type-preserving function 1-1 from observation terms (except NIL) to typed terms is 
defined by induction as 
Property 5.8 ([;-I is an isomorphism). Function 1-4 is an isomorphism between obser- 
vation terms (except NIL) und typed terms. Furthermore, it induces an isomorphism 
betbt’een the obsercution structure TOS und the transition system OTM. 
Proof. The first claim follows immediately by induction, and the second by the 
one-to-one correspondence between the inference rules for defining the transitions of 
both TOS and OTM. n 
We can eventually prove soundness and completeness of the sets of laws in Tables 
l-3 for strong, branching and weak rooted congruences on observation terms. 
Theorem 5.9 (Soundness and completeness for strong, branching and weak bisimula- 
tion). Let ,cu/s={Al. A2, A3, A4), .cJ,=.a/,u(B}, .dw=Cdsu{Wl, W2, W3) be the 
sets of uxioms qf’ Tables 1-3; # E{S, B, W}; und let P” and Q” be observation terms. 
Then 
P” $ Q” if und only $.d, k P” = Q”. 
Proof. By Definition 5.7 and Property 5.8, we know that isomorphism 1-1 preserves 
types and transitions. Moreover, the check on the lables of transitions required by 
Definition 5.2 (and not by Definition 3.2) is trivially passed, because the labels of the 
transitions of OTM are determined by the observations of states. Thus, P” Z# Q” if 
and only if [[PO] z# iQ*,]. 
The thesis now follows by Lemma 5.6, and by checking that isomorphism 1[-] maps 
axioms of ,rj’,, .dH, <dw into those of A,, A,, A,, respectively. 0 
Next, we present the proof of soundness and completeness for the jumping case; it 
will be carried on by reduction to that of the theorem above. To this aim, we will use 
Properties 3.3(ii) and 4.6, and Lemma 4.5. Recall that Property 3.3(ii) states that 
branching, weak and jumping rooted congruences collapse when the transition 
relation of an observation structure is transitively closed. 
Theorem 5.10 (Soundness and completeness for jumping bisimulation). Let AG!~= 
(Al, A2, A3, A41 and .cr/, = .cJsu{J] be the sets of axiom qf Tables 1 und 4, nnd let P” 
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and Q” be observation terms; then 
P” z,Q” ifand only if .d,FP”=Q”. 
Proof. Soundness is trivially established by building a jumping bisimulation relation 
for J. Completeness follows directly from Properties 3.3(ii) and 4.6, Lemma 4.5, and 
Theorem 5.9. 0 
Conclusions 
Observation structures are graphs labelled on nodes, that have been proposed as 
a common framework for describing and comparing concurrent distributed systems 
behaviours within an event-based approach. As a special case, we considered observa- 
tion trees that can be built out of system computations and have their nodes labelled 
by those aspects of computations which are considered worth observing. Observa- 
tions can be taken from any semantic domain, ranging from strings of actions, typical 
of the interleaving approach to concurrency, to pomsets or mixed ordering, belonging 
to the noninterleaving one, to sequences of states. Equivalence and congruence 
relations have been defined on observation structures which are independent of any 
particular notion of observations, following the classical approach based on bisimula- 
tion. Besides the counterparts of strong, branching and weak bisimulations, jumping 
bisimulation has been introduced, that appears as the natural notion for languages 
with noninterruptable transactions, having complex, nonatomic observations. Also, 
an algebra of typed terms has been defined, together with their operational semantics. 
Thus, an observation structure is obtained, with an algebraic structure on states 
(= typed terms). This makes it possible to exhibit observation-independent axiomatiz- 
ations of strong, branching, weak and jumping observational congruences, that are 
sound and complete. 
The results recalled above support our claim that observation trees are a flexible 
and powerful instrument for representing the behaviour of distributed concurrent 
systems, and for embedding and comparing in our framework different approaches to 
their semantics. Indeed, various equivalences studied in the literature can easily be 
dealt with by varying the type of observation and the way trees are built. Interleaving 
observations permit capturing the weak and strong observational equivalence of [34], 
no matter how observation trees are built. The difference between how trees are built 
is ineffective also with multiset observations; these observations together with strong 
and weak bisimulation induce the same identifications as the semantics for SCCS and 
Meije reported in [33] and [2], respectively. When partial-ordering observations are 
used, the differences between the way trees are built come into play. There is 
a construction which gives rise to the same trees introduced in [13] and called 
Nondeterministic Measurement Systems. These, when coupled with strong bisimula- 
tion, define the po-bisimulation of [13], also studied under the name of weak 
history-preserving bisimulation in [24]. Another construction permits recovering 
pomset bisimulation as described, e.g., in [4, 15,251. A third kind of trees, obtained by 
combining the previous two constructions, gives rise to another semantics which is 
naturally characterized and has not yet been investigated in the literature. When 
mixed-ordering observations are used, then the history-preserving bisimulation of 
[40], the mixed-ordering bisimulation of [ 141 and the causal-tree bisimulation of [ 1 l] 
are obtained. Several examples are discussed in full detail in [16]. 
For all bisimulations we have introduced, and, hence, for all the observational 
equivalences mentioned above, we have provided complete axiomatizations. Thus, in 
order to check whether any two finite systems are equivalent according to the 
preferred observational semantics, it suffices to build the suitable observation trees for 
them, and then use the appropriate axiomatization. The complete axiomatizations are 
provided only for the simple language, consisting of prefixing, typed summation and 
nil, for finite observation structure, and the various axioms come into the game only 
after observation trees have been built. Further work is needed to define other 
operators, e.g., parallel compositions, on observation trees, possibly while looking for 
specific properties of the observation domain. 
By sticking to the bisimulation approach to system equivalences, the testing/ 
refusal-based equivalences have been completely ignored. These equivalences put less 
stress on the intermediate states of computations and consider only the initial and the 
final states to be important; two processes are considered to be testing/refusal- 
equivalent if they can perform computations with equivalent observations and reach 
states which have the same acceptance/refusal power. These more extensional equiva- 
lences have indeed been defined for different observations; we just mention few of 
them: interleaving [7, 181, multiset [42], partial-ordering observations [ 1, 91. We feel 
that observation trees, that permit recasting, in the familiar world of trees, most of the 
approaches to concurrency, can be factored also by these notions of equivalence. 
Appendix 
Here we present some concepts and notations of equational type logic. A complete 
explanation can be found in [31]. 
Let !S be a one-sorted signature; then an Q-signed type ulgehra (CL-algebra) is a pair 
(A, :*), where A is a one sorted total algebra and :A is a binary relation on the carrier 
of A. 
The specification of a type algebra is done with a type algebra presentation, defined 
as follows. 
A presentation of a type algebra is a triple (Q, V E), where Q is the signature, V is 
a set of variables, and E is a set of formulas on Q and V of the following form: 
t = t’ (equations), 
t:t’ (type formulas), 
r 3 x (conditional formulas), 
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where t, t’ are terms, IX is an equation or a type formula, and r is a finite set of 
equations and type formulas. 
The notions of substitution, assignment and evaluation have the usual definitions. 
Term evaluations are defined uniquely from assignments. 
The relation of satisfaction between a .Q:-algebra d = (A, :A), and a presentation 
(Q, V, E) is defined in the following way. 
Let p be an evaluation of terms. Then 
l & satisfies t=t’ with respect to p if and only if p(t)=p(t’); 
l J&’ satisfies t:t’ with respect to p if and only if p(t):,p(t’); 
l d satisfies r with respect to p if and only if & satisfies c( for all NET; 
l d satisfies r * CI with respect to p if and only if d satisfies r with respect to 
p implies & satisfies x with respect to p; 
l CC&’ satisfies t = t’ (t: t’, r, r * a, respectively) if and only if, for all p, .d satisfies t = t’ 
(t: t’, r, r =S a, respectively) with respect to y. 
A satis$es (d, V, E) if and only if d satisfies all the formulae of E. 
An algebra which satisfies a presentation will be called a model for it. 
The axioms and the inference rules of the equational type logic are the following: 
(1) El-{cc}=cr (Tautology) 
(2) IfEl-r=a then El-Tu{/?J+-a (Monotonicity) 
(3) Ek--t=t (Reflexivity) 
(4) If E I- r a tl = t2 then E k r - t2 = tl (Symmetry) 
(5) If E k r =c- tl = t2 and E t r a t2 = t3 
then Ei-r=>t,=t, (Transitivity) 
(6) If E k r =S CI then E k a(r) =S b(a) (Substitution) 
(7) IfE~r=>ti=uj(i=l,...,k) 
then Et-T+o(t, ,..., &)=a(~~ ,..., uk) (Replacement) 
(8) If Ei-h(a)+/3 and El-l-au then El-T=b (Modus ponens) 
(9) IfEl-rrlt,=t, and EFratl:u then EFT*t,:u (Typing equals) 
(10) IfEtr*u1=U2 and Ekr+t:ul then EtT*t:u, (Equating types) 
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